
We Will Organise Together

{{ The future starts today
There is no time to mope
We’ve still got a manifesto
That radiates with hope

}}For the many not the few

So raise up your heads
We’re strong when we unite
Cherish your comrades
And carry on the fight
For the many not the few

Coz the time will come to rise
Like lions after slumber
To stand up and seize the prize
In unvanquishable number

.For the many not the few

The message in the end
Is we’ll get nowhere by crying
We’ll outwit every snake
And expose all their lying

.For the many not the few

Chorus
Yes we’ll organise together
As socialists always do
We will organise together
For the many not the few

{{ Verses 3 and 5 optional }}

There are some who think they’re smarter
But the war is far from finished
The cost just doesn’t matter
Our commitment’s undiminished
For the many not the few

Chorus
And we’ll organise together
As socialists always do
We will organise together
For the many not the few

For many years we gave our all
Canvassing and campaigning,
Knocked on doors, set out our stalls
And leafleted the schools and stations
For the many not the few

{{ Despite the agony and pain
We can brave the stormy weather
Be formidable again
And start to regather

}}For the many not the few

So pick yourselves up,
And all stick together,
And never give up
Till we’ve built a world that’s better

.For the many not the few
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Paul Mackney, amended Dec 2020 Tune:Wild Mountain Thyme
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